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United States of America
v.

Corey Brian Barnes

Defendant(s)

)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. Id --1 Ocr .s(6'

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT

I, the complainant in this case, state that the following is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

On or about the date(s) of February 2,2012 in the county of Baltimore City in the

District of

Code Section

Maryland , the defendant(s) violated:

Offense Description

21 U.S.C. section 846

18 U.S.C. section 924(0)

Conspiracy to possess with intent to distribute a controlled substance

Conspiracy to possess a firearm in furtherance of a drug-trafficking crime

This criminal complaint is based on these facts:

See attached Affidavit.

'if Continued on the attached sheet.

\- •.. ~
Complainant's signature

Timothy Moore, Special Agent
Printed name and title

Sworn to before me and signed in my presence.

Date: 02/03/2012

City and state: Baltimore, Maryland &- ;;;,;;)'"~j{-----
Printed name and title
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AFFIDAVIT

Your affiant, ATF Special Agent Timothy K. Moore, being duly sworn does depose and

state the following:

1. That I am currently employed as a Special Agent in the Bureau of Alcohol,

Tobacco and Firearms & Explosives (ATF) and have been so since 2007. That during this time I

have conducted and participated in numerous investigations concerning the illegal possession of

firearms, Federal controlled substance conspiracy laws, and the commission of violent crimes, to

include armed robberies of cocaine, which are also known as home invasion robbery

investigations.

2. During my employment as an ATF Special Agent, I have received specialized

training regarding, and have personally participated in, various types of investigative activity,

including, but not limited to, the following: (a) physical surveillance; (b) the debriefing of

defendants, witnesses, informants and other individuals who have knowledge concerning

violations of federal firearms laws; (c) undercover operations; (d) the execution of search

warrants; (e) the consensual monitoring and recording of conversations; (f) electronic

surveillance through the use of pen registers and trap and trace devices; (g) the court-authorized

interception of both wire and electronic communications (i.e., Title 1II wiretaps); and (h) the

handling and maintenance of evidence.

3. This Affidavit is made for the limited purpose of establishing probable cause in

support of a Criminal Complaint alleging that EDWARD NEAL ELLIS, COREY BRIAN

BARNES, and DOMONIC TERRELL THOMPSON, each: (a) conspired to possess with the
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intent to distribute 5 kilograms or more of cocaine, in violation of 21 U.S.c. 9 846; and

(b) conspired to possess firearms in furtherance of their conspiracy, in violation of 18 U.S.c.

S 924 (0). Because this Affidavit is for the limited purpose of establishing probable cause to

support the Criminal Complaint, it contains only a summary of relevant facts. I have not included

each and every fact known to me concerning the entities, individuals, and the events described in

this Affidavit.

4. The statements made in this Affidavit are based in part on: (a) my personal

participation in this investigation; (b) information provided to me by other law enforcement

officers; (c) information provided to me and other law enforcement officers by an ATF

confidential source (hereinafter "CS-I ") (d) review of consensually monitored and/or recorded

conversations; (e) criminal history records maintained by various law enforcement agencies,

Baltimore Police Department ("BPD") and the National Criminal Information Center ("NCIC");

and (f) the training and experience of myself and other law enforcement agents and officers.

5. To the extent that consensually recorded communications are summarized below,

those summaries do not include references to all of the topics covered during the course of the

conversation that was recorded. In addition, the summaries do not include references to all

statements made by the speakers on the topics that are described. All quotations from recorded

conversations are based upon preliminary transcriptions of those conversations and/or from the

Affiant having personally listened to the recordings. In addition, the participants in many of

these communications involved the use of slang terms and code words. Those code words and

slang terms, as well as communications in general, are analyzed to their meaning in this

Affidavit based upon information from (a) CS-I , (b) my training, experience and knowledge of
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this investigation, (c) other law enforccment officers' training, experience and knowledge of this

investigation, and (d) other evidence gathered during the course of thc investigation, such as

physical surveillancc.

6. Part of the information contained in this affidavit is based on information

provided by CS-I who has been working with state and federal law enforcement officers for

morc than three years and in that time, has provided valuable, reliable information that has led to

the arrest and successful prosecution of dozens of suspects throughout the United States. In the

case at hand, the information provided by CS-I has been corroboratcd by physical survcillance,

electronic surveillance, monitored phone calls and the participation of an undercover ATF

Special Agent.

7. In January 2012, the ATF received information from the Baltimore Police

Department and reliable confidential sources, that Edward Neal ELLIS and Corey Brian

BARNES, are armed drug traffickers active in the Greenmount neighborhood of Baltimore City,

Maryland.

8. On January 24, 2012, at the direction of law enforcement, CS-I met with ELLIS

and BARNES at Penn Station in Baltimore, Maryland. Over the course of this meeting (which

was surveilled via audio and video recording devices) CS-I told ELLIS and BARNES that an

associate of his named "Fat Mike" was interested in contracting someone to steal a large quantity

of cocaine. CS-l explained that "Fat Mike" was a disgruntled drug courier working for a Latin

American drug cartel who would be travelling to Baltimore in the near future to transport a load

of the cartel's cocainc. CS-l further explained that "Fat Mike" wanted someone to steal the

cocaine from the cartel and that he would split the stolen cocaine with whoever was willing to
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commit the robbery.

9. ELLIS and BARNES told CS-l that they were interested in the robbery. ELLIS

and BARNES told CS-I that they were principally drug traffickers but that they had committed

robberies in the past. According to ELLIS, "We grind, we buy and sell coke. That's where we

get our money, this [robberies of other drug traffickers] is just some extra shit." ELLIS

explained, however, that cocaine was increasingly scarce in Baltimore City and, as a result, the

opportunity to steal a bulk quantity of cocaine would be particularly lucrative. Both ELLIS and

BARNES told the CS-I that the stolen cocaine would be "free money," and that, "you can't beat

a free cut, you can't beat free money."

10. ELLIS then turned to the specifics of the robbery, telling CS-I, "You could let us

know how many people we are dealing with, that will tell us what type of artillery we gotta get.

We got some artillery; it's just making sure you got the right artillery for the job. You feel what

I'm saying? We ain't coming with just two handguns when a nigga need more than that. That's

all I'm saying."

II. Confident that ELLIS and BARNES were willing to conduct the home invasion,

CS-l placed a call to an ATF Special Agent acting in an undercover (UC) capacity as "Fat

Mike." CS-I handed the telephone to ELLIS and on CS-I's recorded telephone, ELLIS and

"Fat Mike" arranged to meet in the near future to discuss the robbery.

12. On January 26, 2012, ELLIS, BARNES and Dominic Terrell THOMPSON met

with the UC (who ELLIS, BARNES and THOMPSON believed was "Fat Mike") at Penn Station

in Baltimore, Maryland. During the meeting the UC confirmed that ELLIS and BARNES were

interested in robbing "Fat Mike's" employer of cocaine. "Fat Mike" explained that his
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employers typically stored 10-15 kilograms of cocaine in a house in Baltimore City and that they

had recently used locations in the Hampden neighborhood. The UC further explained that he

would be given the location of the house the following week and that he wanted to meet with the
\

robbery crew before the robbery in order to finalize their plans.

13. In discussing the cocaine that would be stolen in the robbery, the UC told ELLIS

and BARNES that the cartel typically stamped the kilogram "bricks" of cocaine with the logo of

the New Orleans Saints football team and that because of this stamp, ELLIS and BARNES

would have to remove the packaging materials before the cocaine was resold. In response,

ELLI S told the UC he was aware that such stamps were often found not only on the outer

packaging but also impressed directly into the cocaine brick. Accordingly, ELLIS said that they

would need to remove not only the packaging, but would also need to break LIpand re-form the

bricks before they were sold.

14. In discussing the house that was to be robbed, ELLIS told the UC, "We just

wanna know what we facing, we don't want to walk in there blind." The UC advised them that

there were always three men in the house and that one of these men was always armed. The UC

added that he had also seen shotguns and rifles present. When the UC advised ELLIS and

BARNES that the cartel employees in the house were not going to acquiesce to the robbery,

ELLIS agreed, saying, "Hell, you gotta take it. Ain't nobody gonna give up no 10 to 15 kilos."

When asked by the UC if ELLIS or BARNES had any experience in conducting home invasions,

ELLIS answered, "I used to do that but now I hustle" (that is, sell drugs). The UC then asked

ELLIS and BARNES how they planned to commit the robbery, ELLIS told the UC: "We coming

right in guns drawn and shit. .. If we come in and start shooting the place we ain't gonna have
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time to search ... We gonna need a duffel bag to put that shit in ... I'm glad you told me that [the

information about the cartel employees in the house] because now we know we need more than a

handgun, we gonna have to bring the AR [an AR-15 assault rifle] and all that shit."

15. In discussing how the stolen cocaine would be divided, the UC told ELLIS and

BARNES that he wanted only a third of the cocaine stolen, to which ELLIS and BARNES

immediately agreed. ELLIS and BARNES then offered to help the UC sell his cocaine in

Baltimore and ended the conversation by asking the UC if he was willing to act as a regular

source of supply of cocaine. The UC told ELLIS and BARNES that they could talk about future

cocaine deals after they had completed the robbery.

16. While ELLIS and BARNES were meeting with the UC, THOMPSON stood

approximately 10 to 15 feet away with a small child. During much of the meeting THOMPSON

was observed looking around the area in manner, your affiant believes, was consistent with

counter-surveillance. Although THOMPSON did not participate in much of the conversation,

when the UC asked ELLIS and BARNES who was going to commit the robbery, ELLIS

answered, "There's three of us: me, him (meaning BARNES), and my little nephew ... Va, that's

him right over there" (motioning towards THOMPSON). When the UC asked ELLIS and

BARNES if THOMPSON was familiar with the plan, ELLIS said "Ya, he's good." Later in the

conversation ELLIS reiterated that the three of them were going to commit the robbery by saying

"me, him (BARNES), and him (THOMPSON) ... The only people that know about this is us two

and the one behind you (THOMPSON)." At the end of the meeting the UC approached

THOMPSON and said, "I'm Fat Mike, nothing happens to me, OK?" THOMPSON laughed and,

after the UC repeated himself, THOMPSON acknowledged that he understood. The meeting
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concluded with the UC getting BARNES's telephone number to arrange for another meeting on

February 1, 2012.

17. On January 29, 2012, the UC placed a call to BARNES's telephone number and

spoke with ELLIS. The UC advised that the pickup was set for the coming week and that the

group would need to meet on February 1, 2012. The UC asked ELLIS if he was still ready to

commit the robbery, to which ELLIS replied "Hell yes!" ELLIS also said he and his associates

would be ready to meet on February 1,2012.

18. On February 1, 2012, the UC met with ELLIS, BARNES, and THOMPSON at

Penn Station in Baltimore, Maryland. During the meeting, the UC asked ELLIS, BARNES, and

THOMPSON if they were prepared to commit the robbery, to which all three replied that they

were. The UC advised ELLIS, BARNES, and THOMPSON that the quality and purity of the

cocaine would be high and that each kilogram of stolen cocaine could be mixed with adulterants

C'stepped on") to create two-and-a-half kilograms of somewhat less pure cocaine. ELLIS,

BARNES, and THOMPSON reiterated that they were ready to commit the robbery and asked the

UC if he would be able to learn the address of the cm1el "stash" house in advance so that they

could enter the residence in advance of the cartel employees and ambush them as they arrived.

The UC answered that he was never given the address in advance and that an ambush would not

be possible. The UC then asked ELLIS, BARNES, and THOMPSON how they planned to

commit the robbery, to which ELLIS and BARNES answered that they were "coming in like the

Baltimore Police," and "everyone is going to the ground" (meaning that the UC and" the cal1el

employees would be forced to the ground while the robbery was taking place). Your affiant,

through my training and experience, knows that individuals who conduct home invasion
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robberies often dress as police officers. ELLIS and BARNES also advised the UC not to do

anything out of the ordinary in dealing with the cm1el employees so as not to alert them to the

impending robbery.

19. As the meeting came to an end, the UC again asked ELLIS, BARNES, and

THOMPSON if they were ready to commit the robbery, to which all three stated that they "were

ready." ELLIS, BARNES, and THOMPSON agreed to meet with the UC the next morning and

when asked who would be committing the robbery, ELLIS answered that it would be "us three

and one more." Speaking about the fourth individual, ELLIS told the UC "he ready though."

ELLIS also advised the UC that after the robbery was completed, that he (ELLIS) wanted the UC

to act as a source of supply of cocaine to ELLIS.

20. On February 2, 2012, the UC contacted BARNES and told him to assemble his

team and meet at a 7-Eleven store in the Hampden neighborhood of Baltimore City. After a

series of phone calls, ELLIS, BARNES, THOMPSON, arrived at the 7-Elcvcn in a car driven by

an unknown man, later identified as Anton YOUNG. The UC approached the car and asked

ELLIS, BARNES, and THOMPSON if YOUNG intended to participate in the robbery; to which

BARNES replied "he's driving." The UC then asked everyone in the car if"they were straight"

and if they "had all their shit with them." Everyone in the car responded in the affirmative and

the UC specifically observed THOMPSON nodding his head in agreement. The UC again asked

ELLIS, BARNES, and THOMPSON about the driver at which time YOUNG told the UC he was

"with the government," and showed the UC a government work identification. At that point the

UC told them to follow him to a nearby location where they could wait for the phone call from

the UCs "boss," who would provide the location for the alleged narcotics stash house. ELLIS,
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BARNES, THOMPSON, and YOUNG then followed the ue to the pre-arranged location and

parked next to the Uc.

21. Once parked, the ue, ELLIS, BARNES, and THOMPSON exited their vehicles.

The ue asked ELLIS, BARNES and THOMPSON if the driver "knew what was going on."

BARNES answered that YOUNG was ELLIS's cousin" and ELLIS told the ue that YOUNG

was "straight." While talking to ELLIS, BARNES, and THOMPSON the ue could see that

ELLIS had an object, which the ue believed to be a firearm, concealed near his waistband and

the ue saw ELLIS move the unknown object several times with his hands. The ue also saw

ELLIS signaling and gesturing to BARNES and THOMPSON with regards to the object in his

waistband.

22. Believing ELLIS to be armed, the ue signaled to law enforcement officers

positioned nearby to arrest the suspects. As the arrest team approached, ELLIS, BARNES, and

THOMPSON fled on foot, and both ELLIS and BARNES were observed discarding firearms as

they ran. The firearm ELLIS was observed discarding was recovered and found to be a Smith &

Wesson .38 caliber revolver loaded with five rounds of Speer .38 special ammunition. The

firearm BARNES was observed discarding was recovered and found to be a Hi-Point 9mm

Model e handgun loaded with four rounds of PMe 9mm Luger ammunition. THOMPSON was

observed throwing an object that appeared to be a firearm but was later found to be a pellct gun.

23. A search of the suspects' vehicle resulted in the recovery of ski masks, gloves,

duct tape, and zip ties. Your affiant knows from training and experience that items of this nature

are often used in home invasion robberies to restrain the victims of the robbery and to conceal

the identity of the robbers.
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24. Your affiant knows from training and experience that possession of 10 to 15

kilograms of cocaine (the quantity of cocaine that the members of this conspiracy believed they

would be stealing), is consistent with the intent to distribute that cocaine to other persons. Based

on this and the evidence noted above, your affiant believes that the defendants conspired with

each other to use firearms to rob their anticipated victims of 10 to 15 kilograms of cocaine and

then sell that cocaine on the streets of Baltimore.

To the best of my knowledge and belief, all statements made in this affidavit are

true and correct. Based on the foregoing facts I believe probable cause exists supporting the

issuance ofa Criminal Complaint charging EDWARD NEAL ELLIS, COREY BRIAN

BARNES, and DOMONICTERRELL THOMPSON with; (I) conspiring with each other to

knowingly and intentionally possesses with intent to distribute five kilograms. or more, of

cocaine, in violation of 'I'it Ie 21 U.S.c. Section 846; and (2) conspiring to possess a firearm in

furtherance of a drug trafficking crime which may be prosecuted in a court of the United States,

that is, possession with intent to distribute 5 kilograms, or more, of cocaine, in violation of Title

18 U.S.C. 924(0).

\~----- ~
Timothy K. Moore
Special Agent, ATF

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 3rd day of February, 20 J 2.
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